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PREFACE 

Pursuant to the Paris Declaration and ProgrB11111Je of Action adopted at 
the Second United nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries 
(LDCs), held in Paris from 3 to 14 September 1990, UNIDO. with the 
financial support from the Government of Italy, decided to organize a 
Workshop on industrial development in the LDCs. The aim of the workshop 
is to review the status of industry and to analyze key issues of industrial 
development in the LDCs. The proceedings of the workshop will form the 
basis of an Industrial Action Plan for the LDCs to be submitted to the 
Fourth Session of the Conference of UNIDO in November 1991. 

This paper addresses the issue of aid co-ordination for industrial 
development in the LDCs. The paper has five main sect ions. The 
introductory section deals with the need for and definition for aid 
coordination, and the features aid and industry in the LDCs. Section 2 
sUD111JBrises the evolution of industrial strategy that has been adopted .31Jd 
notes their implications for the types of aid that are most relevant to 
industrial development. Section 3 reviews existing aid co-
ordination mechanisms, modalities. trends and the extent to which they 
promote industrialization in the LDCs. In section 4, the threads are drawn 
together in a discussion of requirements for aid co-ordination as it 
affects the industrial development of LDCs. Finally, section 5 concludes 
this paper with a summary and policy proposals for improved aid co
ordination for industry in LDCs. 

This paper has been prepared by staff of the Regional and Country 
Studies Branch with inputs provided by ffr. Stephen Lister, ffokoro Limited, 
Oxford, U.K. as UNIDO consultant. This paper does not commit UNIDO to any 
particular course of action. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In view of the unfavourable economic environment facing LDCs, their 
limited capacity to generate investible surpluses and the magnitude of 
unmet development needs, there seems to be strong case for an increased 
volume of external aid - financial and technical- to meet short-term and 
long-tena development needs. The Second United Nations Conference on the 
Least Developed Countries stressed not only the need for strong policy 
direction for effective aid management among recipient countries and 
donors, but also the development of feasible mechanisms and institutions 
for better aid co-ordination of resources for development in the LDCs. 1 

In this setting, aid co-ordination becomes a critical issue in industrial 
development and development in general in LDCs. 

The concept aid co-ordination as used in this paper concerns 
concessional aid flows (Official Development Assistance -ODA- as defined 
by OECD's Development Assistance Committee), but a number of issues that 
arise also have a bearing on foreign direct investment and on non
concessional flows such as trade credits. 

Though ambiguous its operational definition, the concept of "aid co
ordination" is topical, thus empl-iasizing the need to cladfy its definition 
for operational purposes. The "classical" notion of co-ordination suggests 
that all development assistance should somehow be thrown into a common pool 
of untied funds from which resources would be drawn to promote activities 
which have absolute priority. n.is suggestion may seem absurd and 
unpractical, because interests of recipient government and donors differ. 
Experience of recent years show. however, that some LDCs, including 
Bangladesh, Hali, Mozambique and Sudan have accepted joint aid co
ordination in the context of ec~nomic rehabilitation or structural 
adjustment. In these case examples the donors at the request of the 
recipient countries met at the so-called Consultative Groups (organized by 
the World Bank) or Round Table Heetir.gs (~rganized by the UNDP) to ensure 
that key projects in the investmE:nt prograD11Des receive financing. Evidence 
shows that recipient LDCs still stand out as weaklings in the aid co
ordination process, because of their minimal influence in the 
identification of key projects. In case LDC recipient are able to identify 
economically viahle projects which are of benefit to the 111&ss of the 
population, especially the rural poor their st~ke in the co-ordinatior. 
process need to be enhanced. 

Contrary to the above, a more ambitious concept of aid co-ordination 
is the passive "exchange of information" among dono1· representatives. Such 
co-ordination is aimed at avoiding contradictory policy advice , for 
exampl~ on policies of cost recovery. 2 

1 UlfCTAD. P1r11 Q1cl1r1t1on tpd Pr91rtpp11 qC 6ct1gp g! th1 S1cgpd Unittd N1t1991 Cgp!1r1nr1 gn r.ht 
l.t••t Qty1lgp1d C91mtr111, 6/COltF.14?/Hisc.9. GE.90-52264/24118, 1) s~ptemb1r 1990, pp. 17-21. 

2 
The ~ordic Ulf Pr~j•ct. P1r1~ctiv11 on multilateral 11sl1tanc•. Atport No. 10:1989. Stockholm, 

Junt 1990. PF· .~•··25. 
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Although many doubt the benefits of aid co-ordination, its me~hanisms 
and agencies of co-ordination. there is an increasing consensus that co
ordination is necessary. Its main objective is to improve the efficiency 
of existing aid, to ensure that better use of any additional aid resources, 
to reinforce public support for aid form donors, and above all to make a 
better use of scarce resources for industrial development in the LDCs. 
Industrial development (and developme~t in general) is a vast and dynamic 
field with a very wide range of sectors and linkages with other economic 
sectors. Donor-funded projects in physical infrastructure. industrial 
facilities. and "human resources-related" projects, for example, will have 
several implications on an LDC economy. Lack of co-ordination in aid 
programmes may mean that resources are spread- too thin- that the expected 
impuct of projects are never realized. There is thus an urgent need to 
reassess the various projects and examine how a synergy effect and cost
saving can be achieved through rationalization and co-ordination of these 
numerous projects. Moreover, aid co-ordination will mean a clear purview 
f~~ future viable investment sectors for the donors, better use of scarce 
resources and non-duplication of projects. 

Aid co-ordination is a complex matter and one of concern to both the 
donor and recipient LDCs alike. The actions of both parties involved 
determine its scope and success. The extent to which LDCs at"e capahle to 
attract foreign aid and the effectiveness of such scarce resources for 
industrial development depend on the economic advantages of identified 
industrial projects and to a large extent on effective co-ordination of 
aid. 

Up till now. there seems to be little or no co-ordination of aid 
received by many LDCs. LDC governments have no clear pol icy or mechanisms 
to co-ordinate aid flows. It seems they do not want to intrude upon the 
donors' s aid decisions and thereby risk discouraging aid flows. Donors may 
fear the political and economic advantages accumulated over the years might 
dissipate in a framework of reinforced aid co-ordination. 

The main objective of this paper is to analyze aid co-ordination and 
its implications for industrial development in the LDCs. During the 1980s 
aid co-ordination was an increasingly prominent topic, and it is certain 
to remain on the agenda during the 1990s. It is especially relevant for 
the Least Developed Countries (LDCs) which, as a group, are more dependent 
on aid than other developing countries. 

In order to assess the requirements of aid co-ordination for the 
industrial sector in LDCs, a number of threads have to be woven together. 
These include: 

the state of industrial development in LDCs, their general 
dependen~e on aid, and the significance of aid to the industrial 
sector in particular; 
changing perceptions of industrial development strategy; and 
changing aid relationships and the evolution of aid co-ordination 
mechanisms. 

II I I II I II Ill I II II 
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The state of industrial development of the LDCs is documented in other 
papers prepared for the Workshop (see especially Status of In<lustr:y in~ 
~). and overall aid flows to the LDCs are reviewed in the paper ~ 
Potential Role of Official Development Assistance CODA> Projects in 
Promotin& lnsiusti:y in the I.east Developed Countries CL.PCs). Thes~ papers 
present very important background and introduction for the issue of this 
paper. 

1.1 Aid and industry in LDCs 

Host LDCs share the following characteristics: 

(a) A high and inc~easing dependence on aid. In 1988, 
concessional assistance from all sour=es to the LDCs averaged two-thirds 
of the value of their imports, whereas the average for all developing 
countries was vnly 10 per cent. 3 By 1989 ODA accounted for 94 per 
cent of net resource flows to the LDCs.• 

(b) A low share of manufacturing5 in total GDP, and disappointing 
performance of the manufacturing sector in recent years. (As 
notP.d in the Paris Declaration and Programme of Action, the 
growth of manufacturing output in the LDCs during the 1980s was 
far less than was envisaged in the Substantial New Programme of 
Action, and also less than half of the growth rate achieved 
during the 1970s). 

(c) A low proportion cf aid flows directed into industry'. 

At the same time, it is important to bear in mind the heterogeneity 
of the LDCs, particularly as this affects their aid co-ordination. Clearly 
the context of aid co-ordination in the large LDCs. with populations 
measured in tens of millions, is quite different from the very small LDCs. 
The latter face a different, and more restricted, menu of options for 
industrial development, have a smaller pool of skilled personnel, and face 
proportio!lately much higher overhead costs of government. There are also 
significant differences between LDCs that are not necessarily related to 

UWCTAD. Ibt Lust D'YtlQptd Countrits 1989 Report. Annu: Tmlt 14. 

• OECD/DAC 1990 Report. 

5 
Ibt share o! iQdustry (which includes construction. tltctricity. ~•t•r and 1••. to11th1r with 

1xtract,v• minina> is considerably lar11r than that of p11nyf1c,uripa. Hany of th• • .., policy i11u11 
1pply both to manufacturing proper and to industry broadly dof1ntd. 

1 Only S. 5 per cent o! PAC bilateral aid c011111italtnt1 in 1989 -rt for .. Industry. Mining 1nd 
Construction"; for multil1ttr1l1 11 a aroup th• tqU•v•ltnt fi1ur1 w11 & ptr cent. but 1111 than 4 ptr 
cent of UW 111ncy COlllllitllltntl wtrt for "Industry. Minl.•1& tnd Constru:tion" CDAC 199~ Report. Tablt 29l. 
By contr11t. 1griculturt ·~oolc 11.3 per cent of bi11ttr1l OOA and 23 per cent of multi11t1rtl development 
finance; 1conoauc infrastructurt took 19.1 ptr cent of bil1t1r1l and 13.3 per cent of mu1tll1t1ral 
c011111it11ent1; and 1oct1l Ind 1dlllin11tr1ttv1 infr11~ructur1 took 2S.~ per cent of bil1t1r1l ind 27.8 ptr 
cent of multil1t1r1l conm.itflentl. CTh111 figures 1r1 for 1id to ill d'Vtlopina countries. but It 11 
unlik1ly th1t tht shart of industry in lid flows to tht LDC• exceeds tht 1v1r11e. l Tht picture is 
U•ilu for Technic1l Cooperttton with LDC1: 1n 1987. for tho11 LDCs whtrt ftauns -rt 1vatlabl1. tht 
share of "Industry and Trade" in !C 1xc11d1d S per cent in only 1 handful of ca111. (Table IV in UWtlP. 
Iecbnical Co-oper1,19n 1n t,h1 Qty1lpgptp' g! 'ht Leas' Qty1lgp1d Cpyntrits. contribution for tht Second 
United llations Conftrtnct on tht Le11t Developed Countru1. 21 Feb1·u1ry 111901. 
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size - for example, labour is much scarcer in Bhutan than Bangladesh, i~ 
Botswana than Mala'-"i; landlocked countries may face particular difficulties 
in developing exports, and so on. 
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2. S"IRATF.GIES FOR IllDUS'l'RIAL DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Background 

For the LDCs, the 1980s w&s a •1ost decade• for development. The 
overall poor performance in the development process necessitates a 
reappraisal of development strategies for LDCs for the 1990s. In this 
process, there is the need for 11Uch revision of attitudes to, and 
prescriptions for, industrial development7

• Other Workshop ,apers analyze 
the lessons learned from past experience and describe the new directions 
for policy that are now favoured'. It is not appropriate here to cover 
the same ground in detail, but it is necessary to summarise the key changes 
in industrial strategy. since these have very direct implications for the 
role of aid to the industrial sector. Some issues remain controversial; 
for example. some critics argue that the de-emphasis of industrial strategy 
has gone too far.' There is nevertheless substantial aereement about what 
has gone wrong with many industrialization efforts and about what this 
implies for the future. The following paragraphs offer a simplified 
suamary of a range of various strategies of industri3lization that have 
been or are being presently applied in LDCs. The intention is not to re
argue the case for changing views on industrialization, but to identify 
changes in approach that have particular implications for aid (and aid co
ordination) in respect of industrial development. 

2.1.l Past industrial development strategies 

The main 
especially in 
following: 

features 
the past 

of industrial 
(or partially 

developritent paradigm followed 
being followed) in=luded the 

(a) an emphasis on the leading role of manufacturing industry in 
transforming the economy; 

(b) a leading role for the state in the detai:ed planning of 
industrial development, together with 

(c) public sector ownership of major manufacturing enterprises; 

(d) an ~mphasis on large-scale capital investment in developing the 
man~facturing sector; and 

(e) a strategy of import substitution behind high protective 
barriers. 

7 The World Bank has been the moat viaoroua party in reappraising industrial devalopaent strategy 
<••• for es1111ple the World DevelopDITlt Report for 1987 and the Bank'• various stud1es of sub-Saharan 
Africa). 

1 See especially In4ustrial Pglic1es in the Laaat Dtyelgpts! Cgµptriaa· Htlgr Challtpaes. 

1 
See Roger R1ddell, Iha Mapufact,µripg Sectgr in African pwy1lppatpt, Developnent Policy Review. 

March 1990. 
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The socialist centrally planned ecor.omies were seen as raradigm of 
what might be achieved by this approach to i~rlustrialization. The Basic 
Industry Strategy which evolved in Tanzania represente~ this paradigm and 
its elements were refl~cted in the industrialization efforts of many LDCs, 
including Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Laos and Mozambique. However, experience 
in practice was very disappointiug. Basic industry strategies failed to 
match expectations in many dimensions, and their weaknesses were starkl~ 
exposed in the unfavourable exterr.al economic circumstances of the 1980s. 
Import substituting strategies failed to reduce import dependence; 
individual enterprises often performed poorly, with management quality a 
frequent problem; technology transfer was disappointing; the priority 
accorded to industrial development held back growth in other sectors. 
especially agriculture, which in turn acted CiS brake on industrial 
development. 

2.1.2 Present industrial development strategies 

In the light o! these ~xperiences, a new industrial deveJ.opment 
paradigm has e!llerged. 10 It includes the following ele111ents (al though 
there is still debate as to their relative weight): 

(a) The need to establish an appropriate, sustainable macroeconomic 
framework. 

(b) The importanc~ of "getting prices right" J.omestically, and of 
ensuring a reasonable correspondence between international and 
domestic prices. 

(c) The imp~rtance of the agricultural sector (as a source of demand 
for industrial products, to generate resources for investment, 
and as d stimulus for agro-industrial linkages). 

(d) The importance to industrial development of progress and 
performance in other sectors - notably education and transport, 
communications and other physical infrastructure. 

(e) The need for ind•.istrial enterprises to operate in a competitive 
environment, with a presumption in favour of private owoership. 

(f) Recognition of the importance of small- and medium-scale 
industrial enterprises (which reinforces the perceived importance 
of the private sector). 

The transition to a market orientation now being attempted by the 
planned economies of Eastern Europe, contrasted with the dynamism of the 
newly industrialising countries (NICs) of Asia, has increasingly seen the 
NICs rather than the former CHEA members taken as the models from which 
other developing countries may have most to learn. 

10 
The World Ila hH been • l•eding influence in th• reeppreiHl of industrial st.r•t.egy . 

._..er, it. i• -rt.b not.lna t.het. 9GIJ' •id qenciH, inclucHng t.he World llm, subscribed •t. t.he t.1-
t.o t.he indust.riaUHt.ion at.ret.eglH which -re let.er found wanting. Thh polnt. h mpbesiHd in t.be 
World llm'• oom revi ... of it.a •id r•l•t.lonsbip wit.h Tenzania. 
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The new set of industrial development paradigm presently applied has 
radical implications for the role of governments in promoting industrial 
development. The new view of the government role is encapsulated in the 
catch-phrase "enabling environment". There is consensus on the importance 
of the g~vernment's role in setting a macroeconomic framework in which 
industry can thrive, and in undertaking activities in which it has a 
comparative advantage over the private sector, such as the provision of 
basic infrastructure and general human resources development. There is 
still controversy over whether an "enabling environment" is ~ that is 
required, or whether, in addition, active state promotion and sponsorship 
of industry is needed. 11 

Disappointing exferience with industrialization efforts in many 
developing count:-ies has been the main spur to new thinking about 
industrialization strategy. but revisionism nas been given added impetus 
by technological change, which has also tended to undermine traditional 
assumptions about industrial development. Dahlman, for example, identifies 
five main trends associated with an acceleration of technological change 
in industry: 12 

(a) an increased rate of innovation; 

(b) broader applicability of new technology; 
(c) shorter life cycles and greater flexibility in response to 

customers' needs; 
(d) increased automation and a smaller role for unskilled labour; and 
(e) chang~s in the use of inputs (often reducing demand for 

traditional developing country exports). 

Such changes affect the comparative advantages of LDCs: an abundance 
of cheap, but unskilled, labour confers less of an advantage than before, 
while distance from markets becomes more of a disadvaPtage; production of 
industrial raw materials may be less of a basis for industrialization as 
such materials become a smaller proportion of value added in ~anufacturing, 
and so forth. Technological changes also affect th~ modes c' 
industrialization and technology trapsfer that are appropri:ite. Nc1o 

technology gives greater weight to skills and institutions and !ess to 
physical capital; for LDCs, therefore, it is not enough to import physical 
capital if the technological and management skills to use, adapt and u."ld~~? 

11 
Riddell. !or example. argues thHt "a policy framework more supportive o! industry than the 

'benign neglect' •pproach •••ocieted with the World Benk merits greater conUderation." but stresses 
that the appr~ach he advocates "ts also very dt!ferent !~om what might be termed the 'industrialize at 
all costs' view the• has been influentt•l in Africa" 

12 
Dahl.man. C. J. ,Itchnglo&icol Cbange 10 Igdustry 1Q Peytlgoigg Coµntrits. financfl &. Development. 

June 1989 
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it are not also acquired. Technological change thus tends to reinforce the 
revised paradigm.n 

Concerning an effective choice of industrialization. LDCs may choose 
among a combination of strategies below whicl> best suit their size. 
resource base an~ stage of industrialization: 

(a) Pullie sector investment in heavy industry 
(i) new investment 
(ii) rehabili~ation and privatization of existing pla~ts 

(b) Import substitution 
(i) consumer goods 
(ii) capital goods 

(c) Export-led growth 
(i) processing of raw materials for exports 
(ii) processing of i.mported raw materials and/or intermediate goods 

(d) Agriculture-led industrialization 

(e) Government involvement in planning or making indicative plans 

(f) Prices set by international market forces and private sector takes 
lead role 

(g) G~vernment responsible for "enabling environment" consisting of 
appropriate policies, support to infrastructure, human resources 
development. 

As earlier mentioned, there is no need for an a priori decision on 
which development strategy to be followed. Rather, choices for a 
particular or a combination of the above need to embrace the country's 
resourr.es, development stage and the industrial sector to be developed. 
For example. it may seem unrealistic for Botswana and Djibouti with 
minuscule agriculture sector (less than 10 per cent share in GDP in 1980 
constant prices) to embark on an agriculture-led industrializa~ion. 

l> See al•o Raphael Kaplinsky and other contributors on the theme of indu•trial r••tructuring in 
•he 1lobal ecunocny. IDS Bulletin 1989, ·101. 20, f\O. 4, Institute o! Oevelopnent StudiH. Sunn. 
Implication• of technological change for in~~•trial developnent in sJb-Saharan Africa are di•cussad 
extensively in Sanjay Lall. BYl!ltP Re1ourc1a D1y1loqptnt tnd Indyatriolization with Special Reference 
to Sµb·Sahoran Africa. Journal of Developnent Planning, No. 19, 1989. 
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2.2 Implications for industrial sector pla1U1ing and aid 

The .:hanging perception of industrial sector development strategy has 
a number of significant implications for planning of the sector and f~r aid 
to it. First. industrial development has to be seen in a less 
compartmentalised wav. Rele'\.·ant links include: 

(a) The relaticnship between industrial development and the general 
macroeconomic context. This in'\.·ol ves establishing a stable 
macroeconomic enviroThllent which avoids the disruptive 
consequences for industry of persistent imbalances, while 
ensuring appropriate price incentives for industry. 

~b) Th~ relationship between manufacturing industry and complementary 
sectors. 

The relationship with other sectors has several aspects. Industry is 
highly dependenL on transport. communications and energy services. In the 
short term. rehabilitation of such services may be a·.> important as the 
rehabilitation of industrial plant itself. In the longer term, 
improvements in transport. communications and power may be an essential 
part: of the enabling environment for industry. The inter-relationship 
between industry and agriculture is recognised as being particularly 
important. Industry is unlikely to thrive when agriculture does not, 
whereas agricultural development increases the opportunities for industry. 
by increasing people's incomes and generating demand both for manufactured 
consumer products and for agricultural inputs. Educatio'1 (both gel'lera} and 
vocational) is vital in providing the fundamental skills that manufac· ing 
industry requires. 

Industry may not: be seen as a single motor which by itse_r czn t;>Ull 
the rest of the economy and to which other sectors should be subordina~ed. 
Rather. a balanced strategy is required, in which industrial planners show 
awareness of the links between industry and other sectors, while, at the 
same time. the implications for manufacturing industry are taken into 
account in formulating macroeconomic policy and strategies for other 
sectors. 

Second] v. the role of ~overnment must be less direct. thou~h not 
necessarily less important. The management cf industrial enterprises is 
one aspect of this. There is now a presumption in favour of private sector 
ownership and management of commercially-criented enterprises, with direct 
government owner~hip as the exception to be justified by special 
circumstances. However, the competitive orientation of management, rather 
than public or private sector ownership per se is seen as the key 
requirement, and this implies a more "arms-length" relatiorship between the 
government anci those enterprises which remain in the public sector. 
Al though there wi 11 be 1 ess direct government involvement in managing 
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indJstries, the •enabling environment• i~ i1ighly depen~ent on the quality 
of governmentia. 

Thirdly. there is the need for a bi&&er role for th~ private sector 
anci more importance for small anci gedium scale enterprises. There is an 
increasing need for governments to facilitate and promote private s~ctor 
industrial development. This will require a better understanding by 
governments of the spectrum of existing and potential industrial activity 
in the private sector as the basis for evolving appropriate forms of 
support. 

All these factors tend to make the manufacturing sector in LDCs less 
amenable to planning in its traditional forms. By the same token, 
effective aid for industrial development is less straightforward. And, at 
the same time, precisely because the sector is seen in a less 
compartmentalised way, co-ordination becomes more important. 

The success of industrialization will increasingly be measured by the 
volume of private, rather than public investment that industry attracts15

• 

It is unrealistic to expect the industry sector to "move up the league 
table" ahead of overall macroeconomic concei"Tls, human resources, 
agriculture, infrastructure reh3bilitation, and so forth. However, it is 
important that an appropriate industrial perspective should permeate the 
discussion surrounding these higher profile topics. An important part of 
"aid co-ordination" for the industry sector is to ensure that macroeconomic 
policies and programmes and those primarily directed at other sectors 
contribute appropriately to industrial development. With respect to aid 
that is targeted at industrial development, the accent must be on its 
quality r~ther than quantity. 

Besides the structural adjustment programmes, many LDCs, including 
Benin, Ethiopia, Mozambique and Togo have launched profound privatization 
policies. Privatization and consequent rationalization of the public 
sector cannot be successful if the private sector cannot get access to ODA 
aid resources. The response of the United Nations Capital development Fund 
{UNCDF) to the need of rural credit programme in Bhutan, village banks in 
Hali, umbrella credit facilities in Lesotho and credit for small and micro 
enterprises in Tanzania is significant but net sufficient. Access of ODA 
resources to private small- and medium-size industrial enterprises need to 
be substantiated by the involvement of the private sector in the aid co
ordination process. This will mean a kind of participatory development 
which is all about harnessing human talents and energies at all levels of 
the society, inclu6ing the grass-roots. This does not imply bypassing the 

14 See, for exmaple, Arturo Israel, th• Cb•paing 8011 g! th1 Stata· In1titutignal Dta•nsigns, 
Working Paper WPS495, World Bank, August 1990. 

11 11'11 World Bank'• long term p1r1p1ctiv1 1tudy CLTPSl for Africa envi••1e• a amall•r shar1 1! aid 
going to industry and other productive s1ctors. Although incr1as1d aid !lows art advocat1d, tha LTPS 
acenario almost c1rtainly also impli1s a reduced lev1l of aid for industrial production. (Sub-Slh•rtn 
Africa· Frgm Cri1i1 to Sµ1t1infbl1 D1y1legptpt, 1989, Ch~pter 8). 

I II Ill I 11 I 
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government, but teaming up with a strong and competent government and its 
ministry of industry and trade or commerce with the representatives of 
private small- and medium-size enterprises sector representatives, the 
chamber of commerce, university and research and technology institutions 
etc., in the aid co-ordination processes. Such an •ambitious• teamwork 
will be possible and effective in a market economy with democracy as a 
supportive base for industrial development. ~ffective capital assistance 
and participation of the private sector in aid co-ordination will foster 
income generation and cater for the basic needs of the underprivileged 
groups, create a framework for the people's dynamic coaaitment in 
development process and ultimately build up the basis for good local, 
provincial national govenunent. Aid co-ordination need not disadvantage 
the private and informal industry, but mechanisms are to be created so that 
it becomes beneficial to both public and private sectors in LDCs' 
development. 

The reassessment of industrial development strategy has to be made 
in relation to the changes in aid relationships. The approaches to aid co
ordination is discussed in the next section. 
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3. ISSUES ARD 1llPJQ)S OF AID CO-ORDlllATION 

3.1 Background 

This section sumaarises evolving aid co-ordination mechanisms so as to 
provide a context for subsequent discussion of aid co-ordination in 
relation to the industrial sector. 

Aid co-ordination is an issue that has tended to be raised by aid 
agencies, rather than recipientj. 16 It has come to mean 1111ch more than 
a concern to avoid the overlap and duplication that can result when a 
number of ag£ncies try to do similar things independently: increasingly, 
so-called •policy dialogue• has been at the centre of the process. There 
have been important changes in the way that many -.1 tilateral and bilateral 
aid agencies view their relationship with aid recipients and with each 
other. These changes are strongly related to th~ development experiences 
of the 1980s, and have been reflected in the evolution not only of 
attitudes but also of institutional mechanisms for aid co-orJination. 

The term •aid co-ordination• itself is often used rather loosely, so 
t~.at •better co-ordination• becomes the prescription for dealing with any 
deficiency in any aspect of aid management. On the recipient side, the 
effective planning and utilization of aid depends on the whole planning and 
administra~ive machinery of the government, not just on whatever agency is 
assigned the formal responsibility for managing aid. •setter co
ordination" becomes an empty recoaaer.dation unless the specific problem to 
be addressed is clearly identified. 

On the government side as well as the donors' , there are many different 
actors whose interests may differ and whose actions need to be harmonised. 
Although harmonising the various efforts of aid agencies and recipient -
ensuring that they are mutually consistent and reinforcing - has obvious 
potential benefits, there are always costs involved too: co-ordination 
should be optimised, not maximised. 

There are many different levels at which co-ordination may be sought. 
Huch discussion of the subject concerns co-ordination at country level (for 
example through Consultative Group meetings), but there are also important 
supra-national co-ordinating forums (such as the Development Assistance 
Committee of the OECD amongst western donors, and various regional 
groupings of recipients, e.g. the ACP group which negotiates aid with the 
European Community under successive Lome Conventions, and the Southern 
Africa Development Co-ordination Conf~rence). Co-ordination efforts may 
focus on "high-level• policy issues, on avoiding duplication of effort at 
operational level, or on common administrative or technical problem~. The 
attitudes and approach of the various parties may be quite different at 
different levels of focus, and so it is important to be clear what sort of 
co-ordination is at issue. 

1' Rec1p1ents are more l1kaly to have th• volume o! a1d •• tha1r !1rst concern. 
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Proble!IS 

There are three main strands to the problem which better aid co
ordination is supposed to address: 

(a) the number of aid donors with which the average developing 
country has to deal; 

(b) the capacity of the recipient government itself to co-ordinate 
the aid it receives; 

(c) the increasing salience of macroeconomic and policy concerns, as 
against a focu$ on investment projects; 

(d) the unpredictable, complex development patterns in increasingly 
pluralistic economies/societies; and 

(e) the rapid and difficult process of industrial development. 

The impetus towards more explicit aid co-ordination from each of these 
sources has increased. and in each case the impetus has tended to be even 
£tronger for the lDCs than for other developing countries. 

Nwlber of donors: The average developing country is said to have twenty
five to thirty official aid agencies. 17 In some of the smaller LDCs there 
are fewer active donors, but there may be off-setting difficulties of co
ordination - for example, fewer of the active donors are likely to be 
represented in-country. (Each aid agency may offer a variety of financing 
instruments or different •windows• for aid, and ~his adds to the complexity 
of the co-ordination problem.) 

Recipient co-ordination capacity: Almost every analysis of aid co
ordination acknowledges that the primary responsibility rests with the 
recipient government. Cassen noted that •At all but the highest 'levels' 
of co-ordination, the role of the recipient government is crucial. Unless 
the recipient has a firm grasp of the aid process, co-ordination will not 
take place, or will at best reflect only the donors' pr J.orities". 19 The 
DAC's 1986 guiding principles on "Aid fo"': Improved Development Policies and 
Programmes and Implications for Aid Co-ordination" stressed that developing 
countries have the central responsibili ·1..y for setting their policies and 
priorities and for aid co-ordination. Yet there has been an uncomfortable 
contrast between aid agencies' protestations of recipient responsibility 
and sovereignty and the increasingly direct role which donors have played 
in aid co-ordination. In part this reflects increasing donor scepticism 
about the volicies being followed by developing countries, but in many 

17 
Robert C•11en •t •l .. Po•• Aid Wgrk'. 1986. Thl• fi1ur• doe1 not includ• llG01. 

11 
C1111n et el .. gp ciL . p.227. 
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cases it also reflects the vacuum created by declining administrative 
capacity on the part of recipients. 

LDCs were often administratively weak to begin with, and public sector 
capacity has been further eroded by the economic travails of the 1980s. 
The symptoms - declining public resources leading to the erosion of 
physical and social infrastructure, underpaid public servants lacking the 
mear.s to do their jobs properly - are by now depressingly familiar. The 
same circumstances that have reduced recipient capacity to mP>nage aid have 
made the tasks of aid management more difficult. Uncertain1..y about levels 
of resources available has increased. and. as domestic resources have dried 
up, s.o has the scope for allocating them in ways that compensate for 
imbalances in donor flows. {Even providing the complementary local 
resources required by aid projects has proved impossible in many cases.) 
Incipient w~aknesses in resource planning and allocation systems show up 
much more starkly in harsh economic circumstances. 1

' 

Peclinin& Project Focus of Aid: Traditionally, aid was viewed as meeting 
a capital gap. Channelling aid to projects satisfied the donors' need to 
have something to show for their assistance as well as the recipients' 
needs for investment. The identification of aid with capital projects ha!' 
been weakened by several factors: 

(a) Often, projects themselves have not been very successful, and it 
has increasingly been seen that policy and macroeconomic factors 
outside the control of individual projects need more attention; 

(b) The problem of meeting the recurrent costs generated by projects 
has becom~ more acute, and has led to a broader focus on public 
expenditure as a whole. {This is reflected in numerous World Bank 
public expenditure reviews: in the years since such reviews began 
to be conducted, their focus has widened from the programming of 
public investment to the review of capital and recurrent 
expenditures as a whole); 

(c) Balance of payments support ("programme aid") has become much more 
significant for countries facing severe economic imbalances. with 
conditions relating to recipient p~licies. rather than to project 
implementation. Programme lend·.ng is a key feature of the 
Structural Adjustment Programmes that many distressed LDCs have 
negotiated with the World Bank and IMF; and 

(d) Technical assistance has acquired renewed prominence. 
(Rather than diminishing as countries have built their own 

19 It 1s worth noting that the LDC most often believed to be an ezample o! competent planning and 
aid .. naaement system - Botswana- ha• not had ita planning ano bud1atin& system subjected to the teat 
o! e sustained per1od o! daclining goven1111ant revenue. 

• 
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capacities, the volume of technical assistance has actually 
increased). 

The changing composition of aid has complicated the t~sks of aid co
ordination. Project aid was often aligned with the responsibilities of a 
Planning Co11111ission or Ministry. As funds become scarcer and programme aid 
becomes more important, the roles of the Finance Ministry and the Central 
Bank become more prominent. (The IMFs' links are always vith the Finance 
Ministry rather than the Planning Ministry/Coimission, and this may be true 
for the World Bank as well). And the scarcity of resources is likely to 
make competition fiercer amongst the various agencies of goverr.ment. On 
the donor side, policy-related aid reinforces the case for co-ordination 
amongst donors, since recipients cannot simL..taneously satisfy inconsistent 
policy conditions. (Cost-recovery - the question of charging for basic 
services as a means of raising the funds to pay for them - is an area where 
governments have sometimes received conflicting advice from donors). 

3.2 Individual donor responses 

Responses to changing aid relationships have been both formal and 
informal, and are reflected in the way individual aid agencies manage their 
progrannes as well as in their collective co-ordination mechanisms. In most 
cases the initiatives have come from donors. Shifts in the composition of 
aid, such as the increasing prominenc~ of import support programmes, have 
already been noted. There have also been more subtle shifts in the types 
of "project" supported: much aid has retained a "project" format while 
project content has shifted away from new capital inv2stment towards 
rehabilitation or even the financing of operating costs. As government 
administrative standards have deteriorated, donors have been less inclined 
to route thei= assistance through government and more likely to retain 
direct control themselves; there has also been a greater readiness to use 
NGOs as intermediaries. There has also been a de facto change in the 
emphasis of technical co-operation: more of it has been defensive - more 
concerned with keeping key government functions operating than with 
enhancing or developing them. 

All these responses by aid agencies are easy to understand, but it is 
worth noting that many of them make the recipient's aid management tasks 
more difficult. It is more difficult for government to keep track of aid 
that does not pass through the government's own books.• It is now common 
to find some of an LDC's best-qualified economists working for aid agencies 
rather than for the government, which cannot off er competitive pay or 
conditions. 

In many LDCs, aid agencies take the lead in conducting major economic 
and sector policy studies, and even in collating and analyzing basic data. 
LDC governm€nts are of ten unable to produce documents of the standard of 

:ao Mo1t LDC 1overrment1' record• on aid are very poor; UIJTIP office• have takom on the role of 
preparins annual compendi\1111 of aid In 1tandardi1ed pey1lo!p1p' Co-op1ra,19n B1por,1. 
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the World Bank's periodic Country Economic Hemorand\111 or UNICEF's 
•situation Analyses• of social and economic conditions (especially as they 
affect women and children). 

3.3 Collective responses: Consultative Groups and Round Tables 

Collective responses have centred on Consultative Group (CG) or Round 
Table (RT) meetings. The World Bank has been the convenor of CGs while 
UNDP has taken the lead in organising RTs, but there has been a steady 
convergence of approach and fora.at. The CG format arose as a . .eans of 
organising donor support for structural adjustment programmes approved by 
the World Bank and the IMF. Round Tables began mainly as pledging 
sessions, but have increasingly : ncused on policy issues and on co
ordination amongst a count~·· s don""."S. Host LDCs have held one or more CG 
or RT meetings in the period sine·. 1981. a 

Agreement on adjustment policies ha.s always been at the centre of the 
CG process. A pre-condition for tire holding of a CG has been agreement 
between the developing country, on one side, and the World Bank and IMF on 
the other, on a Policy Frat1ework Paper (PFP). The PFP sets out 
macroeconomic policies and targets for a three-year period; through the CG 
the World Bank and IMF seek to mobilize aid resources to support the 
country's reforms. Round Tables originally had less of a macroeconomic and 
crisis focus, but similarly sought to mobilise donor support in the context 
of an overview of the country's aid requirements. Over time CGs have 
tended to adopt a longer time perspective and to widen the analytical 
framework to give more emphasis to sectoral concerns and to the analysis 
of the imract of adjustment, rather than being narrowly concerned with very 
short-term macroeconomic adjustments. RTs have become increasingly 
concerned with the recipient's policies, as against a •shopping list' of 
aid requirements. For both CGs and RTs, 'JNDP usually takes responsibility 
for co-ordinating analysis of technical co-operation requirements (see 
below), so that the focus is not exclusively on financial requirements. 

Both for CGs and fo~ RTs, the meetings themselves tend to be rather 
formal and ceremoni~l. Their real significance is in legitimising, and 
providing a timetable for, a process of dialogue between the developing 
country and its major (western) aid partners. The developing country has 
to provide documentation for the meeting in which it sets out policies and 
aid requirements. while the sponsoring multilateral agency provides an 
endorsement which, it is hoped, will galvanise support from multilateral 
and bilateral donors alike. Documentation for the CG/RT often substitutes 
for a recipient's more conventional National Development Plan that has been 
rendered irrelevant by economic crisis. Preparation of the recipient's 
documentation for the CG/RT has of ten depended upon assistance by 
consultants and/or by the sponsoring multilateral itself. 

31 SH Devendn raj Pandey and H.uric:• Willi••. Aid Cq·qrdl.pat.ton eM !Utc!j.iYIPHI · t.ual. 
Dnelpptd Cpuplj.giH 1911-09, atudy prepered for t.h• Second Unlt.ed let.ion• Conference on t.he Le11t. 
Dneloped Countries. UlfCUX: II/4, 0 Herch 1990. 
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The CG pattern of co-ordination has generated m..:>l':e specialised and more 
general meetings. Hore specialised meetings. acco•panied by a similar 
process. may deal vi th particular sectoral requirements. (For example. aid 
re111irements for the rehabilitation of Tanzania• s transport sector were the 
focus of a special donor conference.) Some special meetings at cQuntry 
level have focused on the social dimensions of adjustment (SDA). Drought 
relief and other emergency assistance prograimes have generated siailar co
ordination arrongements.n 

At the more general level. meetings of a10 agencies may be convened 
to consider the overall aid requirements of a group of countries. The most 
significant example is the group of .3bout 20 donors which meets twice a 
year at the World Sank in support of the Special Progr..-.e of Assistance 
(SPA) for debt-distressed African countries - wirh 16 LDCs aaongst the• -
which are undertaking World Sank-assisted structural adjustment prograimes. 
This group has succeeded in mobilising program1e assistance and in 
standardising the terms and conditicns on which it is providea. 

3.4 Co-ordination of teclmical assistance 

UNDP 1'.as taken on a special responsibility for re•riewing the technical 
assistance (TA) requirements of L!>Cs. There has been increasing 
dissatisfaction with the effectiveness of technical assistance. which 
accounts for large, and increasing, resource flows to LDCs. The primary 
focus of recipients' plann•.ng and resource allocation procedures has 
normally been on financial assistance, and procedures for allocating and 
evaluating technical assistance have been less well developed. Recipients 
co ... only regard TA as less valuable than project or programme assistance, 
often seeing it as a donor stipulation which has to be accepted as part of 
the price of recei\/'ing financial assistance. The refusal of many countries 
to borrow to finance TA programmes reflects their scepticism of its worth. 

Special interest in the co-ordination of technical assistance is 
justified not only by the number of agencies providing such assistance 
(usually a much larger group than hose providing significant amounts of 
project or programme aid) and by the volume of resources involved (about 
one fifth of total net ODA flows to the LDCsJ'), but also by the links 
between technical assistance and the policy and institutional issues on 
which the adjustment dialogue often focuses. UNDP has been developing a 
methodology for the review and programming of technical assistance 
requirements, through it-s NaTCAPH exercises (see Box). Such exercises 
have been launched in numerous LDCs (although not so far taken up by Asian 
LDCs); as the exercise has evolved there has been increasing emphasis on 

JJ See Pand.wy and w1111 .. s. p. 154. 

JJ UKOP. Xtchnicel Co-optnqgp in r.he Dutlpl!MJ!t. g! t.b1 Lt11t. PtV1lgptd Cgupt.rua. pap.r pnpand 
for r.ha Second Unir.ed Wat.ions Conf1rence on t.n• Ltasr. O'Y1loped Counr.ri••. 21 February 1990. 

Ja Nat.ional Technical Cooperation A11119111enr. and Pro1ramnin1 
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lox l. Co-ordinating Technical Assistance - liaTCAPs 

National Technical Co-per~tion Assessment and Programming (NaTCAP) 
exercises have been sponsored by u"NDP since the mid 1980s. By 1990, 
NaTCAP exercises had co..enced in 35 countries (of which only Haiti 
is not in Africa). 

lbe key features of NaTCAP are: 
A review of a country•s experience with technical assista~ce 
in order to assess the lessons of the past. 
On the basis of national development objectives, priorities 
and strategies, an analysis of the adequacy of existing human 
skills and institi:tional capacities ':o implement its economic 
strategy and an identification of areas which critically re
quire strengthening. 
A systematic assessment of priority technical cooperation needs 
for immediate operations and for longer-term capacity building. 
and the extent to which current TC activities are meeting these 
needs. 
A phased programme of TC activities and programmes, in skill 
and capacity building measures, which will ensure that the 
national development strategy can be met. 
Actions to strengthen the capacity for management of technical 
co-operation. 

The in intention is thus that NaTCAP should define Technical 
Co-operation priorities and requir~ments, both to fill 
i1111ediate operational gaps and to build longer-term national 
capacity. thus providing a framework for donors to programme their 
ai~ and for recipient governments to co-ordinate it. 

NaTCAP objectives are very ambitious, and no country has fully 
realized a.1:;. the elements of the exercise. Early NaTCAP exercises 
relied too much on teams of external consultants: the emphasis 
now is on establishing a national co-ordinating system for the 
exercise from the beginning. 

~enerally, the tasks of reviewing TC experie~ces and establishing a 
policy framework for TC have proved less difficult than the later 
stagesof defining and progra1R111ing TC requirements in detail. 
(Guinea is one of only a handful of countries which have carried 
the process as far as the preparation of a Technical Co-operation 
Progra ... e.) Often informati~n systems for monitoring existing TC 
progra ... es are very weak; im~roving these is a pre-condition for 
effective programming of TC requirements. 

Clearly, the long-run effectiveness of NaTCAPs will depend on the 
review and progra1m1ing of technical assistance requirements being 
dovetailed with planning and coordination of other resource flows. 
Many donor agencies in the field remain sceptical about the a~ility 
of the NaTCAP exercise to accomplish the detailed planning and 
co-ordination of technical assistance. A UNDP evaluation in 1991 
concluded that "the results of NaTCAP have been strong in assessment 
but weak in progress for mastery of programming techniques." 
(Maurice Williams, Eyalµation of National Tecbnical Co-operation 
Assessment and Pro&rampes CHAICAP) for the UNDP Regional Bureau for 
Africa. fPbruary 1991.) 

111111 Ill I II I I I 1111 I 11 I 
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indigenizing tte reviEw process and on building up a national capacity to 
review and plan for te..:.r:nica~- assistance requirements_ 

3.5 Donor and recipient perspectives on aid co-ordination mechanisas 

Donors and rec1p1ents tend to have different reactions to the 
increasir.gly formal aid co-ordination meclumisms that have developed. 
R~cipients have often been drawn into CG processes reluctantly. adopting 
structural adjustment programmes under the pressure of extreme economic 
crises. The initial tendency was to see the exercise primarily as a means 
of generating additional aid - and very often the participants have been 
justifiably disappointed at the levels of additional support achieved. 
Amongst donors. some have been much •ore diffident than others about 
a?pearing to "gang up" in pressing reforms. Differences in donor attitudes 
have probably not lessened, but there has been increasing recognition of 
the CG process as a fact of life. Donors who are concerned to put a more 
•human face" on adjustment have participated in a high-level dialogue about 
adjustment policy as well as in the country-level co-ordination processes. 
The urge to resist being tightly disciplined by a CG prucess is not always 
grounded in policy concerns: donors continue c~ have their own 
institutional, political or commercial interests which limit the degree of 
formal collusion that they accept in practice. Donors on the ground are 
often torn between a formal commitment to co-ordination and the practical 
concern to keep their programmes moving and meet their own organizational 
imperatives. 

Economic cr1s1s in LDCs ha~ leJ to significant changes in the terms of 
the aid relationship "on the ground": the dearth of basic resources 
(transport, salaries, etc.) at the disposal of LDC government officials 
puts them at a disadvantage in dealings with aid agencies and can threaten 
the integrity of the aid relationship. Various forms of aid may be sought 
for their incidental benefits, rather than on an overall evaluatio~ of 
costs and benefits to the recipient. For example, training and 
scholarships may be seen mainly as forms of income-supplement; technical 
assistance projects may be valued much more for the vehicles they provide 
than for the experts which account for most of the budget. It is difficult 
for aid to be treated as a partnership of equals when the government's aid 
co-ordination agency constantly has to beg aid agencies for the resources 
it needs in order to conduct its day-to-day business. 

Despite rhetoric to the contrary, the increasing donor role has 
detracted from recipients' responsibilities. "Far from strengthening LDC 
capacities for co-ordination and management of resources, the reality has 
been that donors have been playing increasingly prominent roles in the co
ordination of aid both directly and through the Bank/Fund policy 
framework - and that the role of LDC Governments has been relatively 
diminished in the process". 25 In a number of LDCs, a two-track planning 
and resource-management system has developed. On one track the LDC 

21 
f'andey, 0 , end Willimna, M .• op cit , p. 120. 
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continues formally to prepare a national development plan at intervals, 
often focusing in the traditional way on capital project requirements. In 
practice, though. this exercise is academic, as the rescurces are simply 
not available that such a plan would require. On another track, a small 
group of senior LDC officials works with the World Bank and the IMF to 
prepare a Policy Framework Paper and Consultative Group documents which are 
111Uch more effective in dPtermining macroeconcmic policy and resource 
allocations. but which are not part of the LDC's acknowledged planning 
system and which are often not seen by those most affected. Hatching the 
rhetoric of recipient responsibility for planning and aid co-ordination to 
reality will require a convergence between these parallel planning 
procedures. 26 

3.6 Likely trends in aid co-ordination for LDCs 

The tendency for aid co-ordination to be formal~sed around CG and RT 
meetings is likely to continue. The diffidence of some donors about the 
whole concept of such co-ordination has largely disappeared. Reactions 
against too narrow and short term a focus of structural adjustment 
programmes have been allied to broader "conditionality", related for 
example to human development criteria. The debate has focused on what 
strategies LDCs should be helped to follow, not on the basic is!>ue of 
whether donors and recipient should collectively discuss such strategy in 
the first place. At the same time there is growing recognition of the 
danger that more energetic co-ordination emanating from donors can 
undermine the recipient's own caµacity for planning and co-ordi~ation. 

This concern is reflected in the improvements to CG/RT processe~ that 
various reviews 37 have recommended. The main propc sed i;aprovements would 
involve: 

(a) reinforcing the link between aid co-ordination and national 
devei,pment planning and resource programming; 

(b) clearer definition and allocation of aid and planning 
responsibilities within LDC governments; 

(c) more systematic monitoring and follow-up of CGsjRTs between 
formal meetings as well as improved preparatory work; 

(d) supplementing macroeconomic overviews with sector and sub-sector 
strategies so as tc provide an appropriate context for sectoral 
projects and technical assistance; 

J• In some countries this is happening. Procedures for compiling a prioritised Public Investment 
Progr..,. thet were developed for CG documentetion by Ugenda have been incorporated in the regular 
plaM1ng cycl• of Uganda'• Ministry of Planning and Economic Oevelopaent. In preparing for a Round 
T&bla in 1992, Bhutan 1nten~• to use it• own Seventh Plan as th• primary docU111eT1tation. 

:n Such as Diallo et al .. Caeacity Bulldina Cg; Aid Cggrdinar,tqg ig th• Ltast Qtytlqptd C9unt;i11· 
An !yelutlAPP B1pgrt on UHDP'1 rolt in Capacity Byilding !gr tht Mepegwp•nL 01 D1y1locp1p' R119urc11. 
UKDP, Ftbruary 1991 (draft); Pand1y ind Williams. gp cit . and th• World Bank's long term ptrspect1ve 
study for sub-Saharan Africa. 
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(e) continued and improved liaison between the World Bank and UNDP in 
their role as convenors of the country-level aid co-ordination 
groups; 

(f) more explicit efforts to address LDC co-ordinati~n capacity and 
to engage LDC governments in review of governance issues; 

(g) particular efforts to review and improve the effectiveness of 
technical assistance, especially in LDC capacity building; 

(h) more involve~er.t of NGOs in the co-ordination process; and. 

(i) better co-ordiraation and programming amongst the various UN 
agencies. 

Efforts to achieve a •high-level• consensus on development strategy 
and resource requirements for LDCs will also continue, and, to the extent 
that they are successful, will facilitate co-ordination amongst donors at 
country level. The Global Coalition for Africa proposed in the World 
Bank's l~ng term perspective study for sub-Saharan Africa, represents a 
deliberate attempt to maximise consensus on development strategy: the 
approach was endorsed by the Africa Conference at Maastricht in July 1990. 
The DAC offers a mechanism for seeking further harmonization of aid agency 
procedures and raising ~he quaii~y of aid, and so for~h. 
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4. AID CO-ORDINATION FOR INDUS'l1UAL DEVELOPMENT 

4.1 Special features of industrial aid for U>Cs 

A number of trends that affect the role of aid for industrial 
development in LDCs were identified in Section 2 above. A further point 
worth noting is that aid for the industry sector is probably more affected 
than other sectors by the special interests of bilateral donors. It 
therefore wa4rants particularly careful review and evaluation by 
recipients.• One likely effect of self-interest on the part of donors is 
to reduce the share of LDCs in aid for industrial development, since the 
LDCs rei:resent a less promising set of commercial opportunities for the 
donor countries. This consideration may also affect aid from multilateral 
agencies such as UNIDO. since a proportion of their activity is based on 
project-specific funding from bilaterals. 

The rest of this Section spells out some of the main challenges for aid 
to LDC industrialization that arise from the previous discussion. 

4. 2 Importance of the macroeconomic and sector pol icy 
framework 

Efforts to build international consensus on development strategy. 
(which include the Workshop on Industrialization Strategy for LDCs) can 
help towards the more effective deploymer.t of aid. During the 1980s. the 
concern to cope with immediate crises often led to short-term adjustment 
approaches which were not based on a sufficiently broad or long-term 
perspective. Such deficiencies are now being rectified, but, in adopting 
longer-term perspectives. it is also important that strategies do not lose 
touch with present realities. 

The need to base industrial development on a sound macroeconomic 
framework is widely accepted. As Consultative Groups and Round Tables 
develop, they should complement macroeconomic perspectives with sector and 
sub-sector strategies, including strategies for industrialization. These 
strategies must, however. be alive to the interrelationships between 
industrial development and other sectors. Aid agencies can assist in 
developing LDCs' capacity for broad-based industrial policy analysis, and 
in helping developing countries to learn from each other's experiences. 

Policy analysis and planning for industry needs to draw on improved 
statistics and understanding of LDCs' industrial sectors (formal and 
informal, large and small scale). Aid agencies can play an important role 
in rehabilitating and/or improving industrial statistics. Not only do 
certain international agencies have relevant expertise. they may also be 

n Cf. Pandey and Willl••. op cit ~- 27: "The country revi- procan should aim to prevent 
th• c-rcul interests of donors influencing project aelaction H much •• it ahould be alert to 
malpractices within th• recipient country, since both contribute to inefficiency and co•~ ••c•latlon 
in projects, uon1 other t•11nga." 

• 
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able to take a longer view of the importance of relevant dat:a bases t:han 
LDC governmeut:s which are inevit:al-ly pre-occupied wit:h short-t:erm crisis 
management. 

Assistance t:o st:rengt:hen LDC capacity for industrial policy analvsis 
and planning should not be directed only at t:he sector specialists in 
Ministries of Industry. but: should also encompass the mac:-oeconomic 
agencies of government and draw in other opinion formers. such as t:he LDCs' 
academic ins ti t:ut:ions and • •f course industry itself. 

An accent on policy formulation should be accompanied by reduced 
emphasis on projects as the mocie of aid, bot:h generally and as regards 
technical assistance. The Nordic study of the UN' s role in development has 
advocated •a redefinition of t:he role of t:he specialized agencies in the 
provision of technical co-operation, reducing t:heir role in t:he execution 
of projects. in particular a~ the national level. and increasing t:heir role 
in upstream act:ivit:ies such as sectoral analys~s and advice.•n Although 
not framed with special reference t:o industrial technical co-operation. t:ht: 
recoi:.uaendat:ion is clearly relevant. 

Cross-sectoral approaches should be stressed, in examining the inter
relationships between agricul t:ure and industry. for example. and in 
identifying t:he educational implications of economic and industrial change. 
When cross-sectoral studies are undertaken, it is important t:hat they are 
genuinely joint: undertakings of the LDC agencies involved. (The Ministry 
of Industry should not independently commission a review of agro-industrial 
issues. ~or example; such an undertaking should involve the Ministry of 
Agriculture as an equal partner from the outset.) 

4.3 Making aid relevant to private sector development 

One consequence of the neglect of the private sector under t:he old 
industrial development paradigm is that comparatively little is known about 
the existing private sector in many LDCs, particularly about small- and 
medium-scale enterprises (SHEs). 30 As noted earlier. improved 
understanding of the sector must be the basis for future interventions. 

As pointed out in Section 2 of this paper, the new industrial 
development paradigm implies a less obvious and direct role for LDC 
governments in promoting industry. Since aid is usually channelled to, or 
at: least: through, governments, t:he role of aid is also less 
st:raight:forward. However, aid may be useful in supporting industrial 
development ~tr~tegies in a variety of ways that fall short of financing 
direct public sector investment: 

n Tb• United Nations in p1y1lgqp1nt !inal r1port o! tht Nordic UN Proj1ct (1q91J. 

JO "Economic pollcy r1!orm pros=-•• tend to !ocu$ -- •.he impact on 1~· .tr !irma. meinly b1caua1 
o! lack of information conc1rning micro1n•.1rpru1a and th1ir •.-• -" ... thtH should bt talc1n into 
constd1ution more fully... Maryk1 Drtuing. Supoort Cgr 114crg1nt1rpru14 · btugna Cgr St.!b·Stb1un 
~- World Bank Ttchnlcal Pap1r Numb1r 122. July 1990. 
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(a) in promoting foreign direct investment through guarantee 
schemes, by promoting contact between LDC and developed country 
private sectors, and so forth; 

(b) in export promotion (although much experience with export 
promotion agen~ies has been disappointing) 31

; 

( c) in assisting industrial extension and support services: (such 
services are likely to move away from the ncaptive• industrial 
estate model, and may increasingly be provided by private sector 
institutions); 

(d) in supporting the developm~nt of financial institutions within 
LDCs. 

Development of the financial sector in LDCs is important as a means of 
decentralising resource allocation through markets. The mo1·e that 
investment is directed to SMEs, the less practical is it for external aid 
agencies to be involved in venting individual investment decisions. Many 
LDC development finance corporations have suffered from the management and 
other weaknesses common amongst public sector enterprises; the lessons from 
these experiences need to be applied in designi1g future aid. In many 
cases the restructuring of existing institutions is a prerequisite. 

Project preparation may be a particular weakness affecting LDC private 
enterprises. Initiatives such as the IFC's African Project Development 
Facility may address this. A key aim must be to provide aid in forms that 
do not encourage enterprises that are economically inappropriate or 
insulate enterprises from the consequences of inefficiency. 

Private sector representatives need to be drawn into industrial policy 
making within LDCs. Governments should encourage and work with 
representative organizations such as employers' federations and chambers 
of commerce, while recognising that these are special interest groups, 
whose views the government has to balance against national considerations. 

Educatiun and training is an area in which government/private sector 
co-operation is especially important. As the main education nproducersn 
governments are likely to give undue weight to public sector education 
requirements, and this bias is also likely to be reflected in aid that is 
negotiated by governments. Consultative machinery needs to be developed 
which involves industry in determining course and curriculum priorities, 
encourages relevant vocational training and apprenticeship schemes and, 
where administrative allocation of trainees takes place, provides for 
allocations to the private sector. 

TherP. seems to be an increasing need for concessional aid in LDCs, but 
where such aid is channelled to commercial enterprises (whether in the 
public or the private sector) it is important to avoid distorting effects. 

'
1 See Donald B. 1'•••1ng and Andrew Singer. Da1lgm1pt A11i1t.anc1 Gon1 Wray· Why Suppgrt S1eyic11 

Bayt .£.tiled LQ Egpepd !!:gpgrLa. World Bank Working Paper WPS 543. Novllllbtr 1990. 
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This needs to be taken into account in determining who should receive the 
direct benefits of aid concessionality. 

4.4 Privatization and managing/refonU.ng existing public sector 
enterprises 

Al though the encouragement of new industrial development should not be 
neglected, the legacy of existing troubled enterprises will continue to be 
an important focus of (direct or indirect) aid to the sector. 32 This is 
an area where co-ordination is particularly important, since the individual 
instincts and interests of various donors are unlikely to add up to a 
coherent industrial rehabilitation strategy. Moreover, plant- and 
enterprise-level rehabilitation efforts ar.e likely to be futile if they are 
not accompanied by macroeconomic and sector strategies that deal with 
fundamental constraints. Often a basic obstacle to successful 
restructuring is a government's refusal to countenance liquidation of 
enterprises, even where there is clear over-capacity or the enterprise was 
highly inappropriate in the first place. A simplistic objective of 
increasing capacity utilization cannot substitute for careful economic 
appraisal of enterprises' potential viability. 

For their part, aid agencies should not be dogmatic about forms of 
ownership. Rather the aim should be to promote efficient, competitive 
enterprises: private ownership may be part of the framework, but need not 
necessarily be so. 

4.5 NGOs and industrial development in U>Cs 

The role of Non-Governmental Organizations in promoting development has 
been become more prominent in recent years (partly as a result of their own 
achievements, but partly also in reaction to the shortcomings of 
governments). The Paris Programme of Action declares that: "The role of 
NGOs in development assistance is recognised and they can play a useful 
role in extending assistance to and within the LDCs in close co-ordination 
with the national authorities." Accordingly, "Concerned non-governmental 
organizations, including particularly indigenous NGOs, are also requested 
to participate in the Programme of Action for the development of the LDCs." 

However, much of the discussion of NGOs is focused on a particular 
variety of NGO, as organizations which specialise in promoting 
participatory development at the grass roots level. NGOs of this type 
rarely have industrial development as their primary focus, although they 
frequently become involved in the promotion of small -scale industrial 
activities. From the point of view of industrial development it makes 
sense to adopt a br.oader view of NGOs, to include not only the local level 
participatory organizations but also other non-government bodies such as 
educational trusts, industry associations such as chambers of commerce, 

JJ The "Major ChallengH" paper tor the Worluhop (p. 15) notH that rehabil~ .. etion, already a prime 
concern in Africa, i1 likely to becooa incraaain1ly ralavant to UWIDO'a work in other re11on1. 
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not-for-profit organizations, including technology development groups. and 
so forth. 

It is difficult to generalise about such di verse groups, but the 
following points may be relevant to industry sector planning and co
ordination: 

(a) The str~ngths of NGOs often lie in their heterogeneity; detailed 
direction and control should not be attempted. On the other 
hand, clear government policies and objectives can prcvide a 
framework in which NGO efforts can be more effective. 

(b) An open style of policy formulation and planning can give NGOs 
-,~td others a chance to contribute from their perspectives. 
Involvement of representatives of various interest groups should 
be sought in planning for industrial development as in other 
sectors. 

(c) NGOs may be valuable pioneers in developing r.ew approaches to 
development. Governments (and aid agencies) should be prepared 
to support their experiments and learn from their experiences, 
but should be wary of destroying their voluntarist character by 
providing too much support. 

(d) NGOs may suffer from the same weaknesses as governments when they 
become involved in competitive commercial activities; such 
activities by NGOs should be dispassionat~ly evaluated. 

(e) NGOs may have particular roles to play in promotion and support 
of small-scale industry,,, and in human resources development for 
industry. 

4.6 Regional co-operation and co-ordination 

LDCs belong to a wide variety of regional organizations with 
overlapping memberships, which almost invariably include non-LDCs. The 
costs of servicing such organizations (e.g. the travel costs and the 
commitment of scarce senior personnel) are disproportionately high for 
small LDCs. Some of the incentives for continuing to do so are perverse 
(as when international travel is an important supplement to inadequate 
official salaries). Nevertheless, most LDCs are such small players in the 
international economic arena that regional co-operation and co-ordination 
has strong attractions in principle. 

JJ DreHing, ~- ,_p. iv: observes th•t: "th• task of reaching micro-enterpri•H requtrH 
amall, Uestble and rHponstve or1anisat.ions, with sufficient autonomy t.o lleke ~decision• yet wit.h 
adequate coordination at th• national level. Therefore a main device for reaching microenterpr1••• i• 
t.o 1n•t.i tut.• a tMo-tier arrana-t. with specialised resource ins ti t.utior1• ... Such or1ani:1at.ion• include 
PVO., llGO•. cooperative•. banks, b~s~n••• associations, church•• and women's 1roupa. In this respect., 
cooperation with llGO• could be 1reet.ly fa,ilitated t.hrou1h longer term COlllllitment• by donors, clearly 
defined eppraual criteria, and early raconciliat.ion of th• aocl.a~ objective• of llGO• and th• HSUtance 
pro1ram'• requir1111811t• for economic efficiency." 

• 
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However, the predominant benefits for industrial development from 
regional co-operation amongst LDCs may well be indirect ones. Efforts at 
direct regional co-operation in industry (such as large cement or 
fertiliser plants to serve several countries) have a very poor record, 
while the regional groupings that have been most successful (such as SADCC) 
have not focused initially on industrial co-operation. Assertion of 
national interests in the location of industries has undermined several 
attempts at regional co-operatior., and direct co-operation may bi: 
inherently more practical in activities that are ancillary to industry, 
notably international transport corridors, collllUllications, agricultural 
research, and training. Successful co-operation in such activities can 
have important benefits to industrial development. 

Regional groupings do provide a useful point of contact between 
developing and donor countries, and provision of some facilities at an 
international level may be the only practical means of ensuring LDC access 
to them. (The African Project Development Facility and the African 
Enterprise Fund are examples) 

UNIDO is through its Industrial Development Decade for Africa (IDDA) 
program11e considering a regional or sub-regional approach to the provision 
of its investment advisory services in co-ordinating and monitoring of 
projects It is in this regard it is deliberating convening regular 
meetings, for example every two years for governments, co-ordinating 
agencies and aid donors to review, adjust and monitor industrial projects 
and programmes in the Southern and Eastern African region. The main aim 
will be to promote industrial co-operation through co-ordination and 
harmonization of projects. IDDA II plans to launch UNIDO into the realms 
of both industrial promotion and co-ordination to the benefit of both 
private and public industry in the African subregion. 

4.7 Co-ordination mmongst aid agencies 

Country-level co-ordination systems (see Sectio11 3 above) can be very 
useful in strengthening planning and aid co-ordination, but there are 
aspects of co-ordination amongst donor agencies that need to be further 
addressed. For example, it has been recognized that there are particular 
problems of co-ordination amongst the various UN agencies. Atterupts to 
give the UNDP resident representatives a stronger role as Resident Co
ordinators for the UN agencies have !"aad only limited success. (lnd•!ed, one 
of the benefits of a Round Table exercise may be to strengthen the Resident 
Representative's position vis-a-vis the specialist agencies). 

East European aid givers have not participated in CGs and RTs; they are 
significant donors to a few LDCs (e.g. Laos). Political and economic 
changes now taking place in Europe may make for closer co-operation at the 
same time as reducing ideological differences in approaches to development. 
(Unfo~tunately, it seems likely that aid flows from Eastern Europe will 
continue to diminish at least in the near future). 
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Recipient attitudes tc informal collaboration amongst aid agencies are 
ambivalent. Any appearance of •ganging up• is resented, but so is the 
inefficiency that results when two sets of donors conduct essentially the 
same studies independently of each other. Co-operation between aid 
agencies should be transparent, but so long as LDCs are not excluded from 
the process. they should welcome and encourage inter-agency co-operation. 

The administrative burden of aid management 
co-financing. in industry as in other sectors. 
co-financing depend very much on the form it 

can be reduced by forms of 
However, the benefits of 

takes. If more than one 
agency insists on undertaking its own feasibility studies, supervision, 
etc, the project is likely to become more unwieldy. Genuine benefits occur 
when one donor is prepared to let another take full responsibility for 
preparation and management. 

It may also be appropriate to look for ways in which different agencies 
can offset each other's disadvantages. For example, because bil~teral 
agencies are often non-altruistic in the commercial aid they offer. LDCs 
may benefit from disinterested multilateral advice when negotiating 
industrial assistance or in the management of projects funded by 
bilaterals. 

Nomination of lead donors for particular projects or activities is 
often proposed and sometimes practised. As far as the industrial sector 
is concerned, multilaterals may be better placed than bilaterals to take 
such a lead, for the reasons already noted. On the other hand, this is a 
sector where many agencies may be reluctant to exert self-discipline: 
ultimately it is up to the recipient to be disciplined in rejecting offers 
that are inappropriate for technical or policy reasons. 

4.8 Role of URIDO in aid co-ordination 

It appears from the above discussions that UNIDO in the past has not 
fully played its envisaged role in aid co-ordination. UNIDO after all is 
the executing arm of the United Nations for industry-related technical 
assistanceu and has built up major professional competence in this field. 

UNIDO has, so far, been highly dependent on UNDP-financed projects. 
Such UNDP funding seems, however, to be declining. Moreover, there is 
increasingly strong competition in project execution from UNDP itself, the 
World Bank, regional development banks and bilateral agencies. This calls 
for a reassessment of UNIDO's own role as well as its enhanced interest in 
effectively co-ordinating the industry-related activities of the entire 
donor community in the LDCs. The extent to which opportunities are seized 
to strengthen UNIDO's co-ordinating role depends largely on the dynamism 
and com~etence of the field representation of UNIDO in the LDCs. 

u SH ArticlH 1 and 2 of UlfIDO conatitution. Th• primary objactiva i• defined H .. th• pr-.otion 
and acc•l•ration of industri•l daveloimant in th• drJ•lopina countri•• ... [and th• promotion of) ... 
industrial dav•lo.-.nt and co-op•r•tion on alob•l. r•aional and national. H w•ll .. on Hctoral 
lav•h ... 

• 
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The highly specialized services of UNIDO issuing from various activity 
programmes such as the Progra1111e Approach. the Industrial Development 
Decade for Africa (IDDA) for national, sub-regional and regional projects. 
the Special Progra1111es for Asian I.Des. should enable UNIDO to play active 
role in aid co-ordination for industry in the LDCs. 

Though the programme approach. Js UNIDO country directors in LDCs are 
capable of giving valuable services t:o the NaTCAPS (in 1990 alone 23 
NaTCAPS were undert.iken in sub-Saharan Africa). UNIDO' s prograaae approach 
could be a useful tool for the preparation of the NaTCAPS. UNIDO could 
provide sector and sub-sector surveys and analyses as a tool for such 
programmes. A. ., UNIDO' s current: industrial rehabili t:at:ion prograaaes in 
~eveloping countries may serve as a useful tool for international co

ordination. These prograaaes could effectively help in the design of 
coherent rehabilitation strategies that: consider not only macroeconomic 
aspects, but also sectoral strategies for the elimination of constraints 
t:o the operation of the industrial system and concomitantly the 
rehabilitation of individual industrial plants. Instead of pursuing 
isolated technical assistance projects, UNIDO services could thus be used 
to formulate a comprehensive, multidisciplinary programmes for the 
individual countries. Such programmes could then include one group of key 
actors which is in most cases neglected - the private industry. A 
potential investor looking for business opportunities in a specific LDC 
would be a case in point. In LDCs and developing countries, the 
traditional clients of international assistance have been government 
ministries in charge of industrial development and related promotional 
institutions. But given the current emphasis on the promotion of private 
industries and privatization of public enterprises in LDCs, this 
traditional orientation t:o technical services will present only limited 
opportunities in the near future. An important partner will be private 
industry. Since there is an ever increasing tendency for NGOs and other 
private donor institutions to finance private industry. UNIDO could be 
used t:o support: the progranaing and co-ordination of projects of various 
donors and LDC governments themselves in the field of industry. 

4.9 Aid 80dalities 

•obvious• (but not easy) ways in which any given level of aid could be 
made more effective (in terms of benefits to the recipient) are by 
simplifying procedures and by untying. Benefits for industrial development 
could be direct or indirect: direct benefits would accrue, as for other 
sectors. from measures by donors t:o make their procedures simpler. t:o 

JS The progr .... approach was developed at UllIOO in response to the widely perceived need for 
increased impact of technical assistance projects in indu1trial d-veloJment of developina countries. 
It can be applied at three levels: (a) Ipdica;tye prggr9911s: represent a cost-effective progr .... 1na 
.. thod thruugh the preparation of 1ectoral typologi•• to be used by GovernDentl, develoJment assistance 
or1aniaations, bilateral aid donors and potential investors; Cb) Cguptry ••ctgral prggrcc:n:••: can be 
prepared independently of the foregoina pro1r .... 1na activities. or cAn be undertakan a1 a follow-up to 
• 1ectoral tYJ)Ology end/or an indicative prog~ .... ing ezercise. and can be prepared et various levels; 
and Cc) Ip;agrated 1ec;qral prggrcc:n:•: provide1 a package of related technical •••i•tance project&, •• 
well •• investment needs and policy rec~dations for the development of an industrial aystem in one 
country. 
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harmonize with each other, and to make their procedures more compatible 
with those of the recipient. (This is a two-way street, recipients may 
also need to strengthen their adainistration so as to satisfy legitimate 
donor concerns). 

Ways in which aid for other projects could indirectly benefit 
industrial development in the I.Des are the subject of a separate paper. 
which indicates that, since aid is such a substantial resource flow to 
I.Des, they cannot afford to overlook its potential for stiaulating 
industrial development.• 

M UWIDO (June 1991), th• Pgtepti1l lple pf Cl)A Prglect1 ip Pr!jll!Qtipg Ipdu•Lrv ip Lh• yx:1. 
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S. COllCLDSlmlS AND POLICY PROPOSALS 

The unf3.vourable nat:ure of national and int:ernat:ional economic 
environment: facing LDCs creates a greater need for increased ODA - bot:h in 
voll.18e and qualit:y - and more i•port:ant:ly effective aid co-ordination for 
indust:rial development:. Aid co-ordinat:ion on t:he national and 
supranational levels should h~lp avoid duplicat:ion of efforts at: 
operational level or common administ:rat:ive/t:echnical proble•s and 
facilitat:e thereby bet:t:er use of scarce resources. 

There seems t:o be a declining t:rend of ODA flow for economic 
development: in LDCs. The scarcity of resource flo~s is likely t:o make 
competition for aid fiercer a11<>ng econoaic sectors and agencies of LDC 
governments. In fact:. aid for industry is 11<>re adversely affected than any 
ot:her econoaic sector of LDCs. It: receives only a ainuscule share of 
resources. As a reaction t:o t:his shortcoming, it: makes sense t:o adopt: an 
effective co-ordination st:rat:egy t:o utilize wisely t:he scarce resources 
available for industrial development: in LDCs. 

Proposals for improvement: in aid co-ordination for indust:rial 
development: in LDCs relate t:o some aspects of count:ry/regional-level and 
donor agencies co-ordination systems. These may include t:he following: 

Co-ordination amcmg donor agencies: 

(a) continued and improved liaison between t:he World Bank, IMF 
and UNDP in t:heir role as convenors of count:ry or regional-level 
aid co-ordination; 

(b) bet:t:er co-ordination and programaing amongst: t:he various 
United Nations agencies - UNIDO, FAO, UNICEF, ILO, World 
Bank, UNDP et:c . ; 

(c) more syst:emat:ic monitoring and follow-up of CGsfRTs between 
formal meetings as well as preparat:ory work, UNIDO's 
expert:ise sPrvices in industry-relat:ed fields need t:o 
be fully utilized; 

Count:ry/regional-J.evel co-ordination: 

(a) clearer definition of aid co-ordination and allocation of 
and planning responsibilities with LDC government; 

(b) better harmonization of aid and debt relief policies; 

(c) reinforcing the links betwe:en aid co-ordination, national 
development planning and resource program1ing; 

(d) supplementing macroeconomic ove:rviews with sector an~ 
sub-sector strategies so as to provide an appropriate 
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context for sectoral projects and technical assistanc~. 
UNIOO's services may be found very useful; 

(e) aore explicit efforts in collaboration with aid donors to 
address L!>C co-ordination capacity and to engage LDC 
government in review of governance issues; 

(f) particular efforts to review and improve the effectiveness 
of technical assistance, especially in capacity building; 

(g) aore involvement of NGOs in aid co-ordination process, they 
may include not only identifiable local-level 
participatory organizations. but also non-governaent 
bodies such as educational trusts. industry associations 
like the chaaber of comaerce, technical development groups 
and research institutions; and 

(h) more government/private co-operation in aid co-ordination 
process so as to create favourable environment for the 
flow of resources into the private sector. Given the 
current emphasis on the promotion of private enterprises 
and privatization of public enterprises in LDCs, the 
traditional orientatioL to technical assistance will 
present limited opportunities in the near future, the 
important partner will be private industry. Though 
privatization is important, the channelling of aid - for 
example, on highly concessional terms - into in comaercial 
enterprises need to be co-ordinated in a manner so as to 
avoid distorting effects. 

Any viable aid co-ordination mechanism for industrial development will 
depend to a larger extent on the ha=monization of interests and activities 
of both the donor or donors and the recipient LDC{s). 

' 
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